RANDOM ORBITAL SANDER
CARE AND FEEDING INSTRUCTIONS
Thanks for purchasing our 3-inch Random Orbital Sander. With proper care and use it should
give you a long life of service. Below is some useful informaMon to get the most out of your new
tool.

What’s in the box? Besides your sander with the stock yellow 3-inch Velcro hook and loop
backer pad, you should have a spanner wrench, plasMc bag with 2 adapters, and an expanded
view diagram of the sander. Oh yeah– and this document should be in there. But then again, if it
wasn’t you wouldn’t be reading this. That’s the least that should be in there. Anything else you
ﬁnd is yours to keep. • The two adapters in the bag have diﬀerent threads. One end is the same
for both adapters and will ﬁt into the hole of the sander aWer you unscrew the stock backer pad
that came with the sander. To do that—slide the spanner wrench between the yellow backer
pad and the sander to engage the nut under the pad. • Twist the pad counter clockwise. It can
be a liYle Mght—so make sure you eat your WheaMes before aYempMng this move. Then screw
in the appropriate adapter. The one with the ¼ x 20 thread is for use with the UlMmate Sanding
Kit Roloc Pad Mandrels. Just screw on one of the black 2 or 3-inch Roloc pad holders (the ones
with the brass inserts) , and screw the Roloc backer pad into that. Viola! If you purchased any of
the Heavy Duty Sanding Pad Holders with the M6 thread then use the other adapter that came
in the bag to aYach that one.

How to get started: You’re going to have to screw an air quick-connect ﬁfng into the
sander air inlet port the same size and kind you use with your other air tools. This is not
included because there are diﬀerent styles, so we wouldn’t know what to give you. It’s best to
use a liYle Teﬂon tape when pufng it on. You should have about 5-6 cfm’s of air at about 90 psi
for best results and REMEMBER to put about 5–7 drops of air tool oil in the air inlet before
connecAng the air hose —ON IT THE DAYS YOU USE IT.
We think you’ll really enjoy this sander with the UlMmate Sanding System because the adapters
and mandrel give the pad holders a liYle “standoﬀ” from the sander, and lends itself to making
bowl sanding nice and easy. Non-direcMonal sanding is best because the scratch marks are not
visible. Enjoy and Happy Turning. —Ken
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